Mobile Technology Offers Secure Control
INDIANAPOLIS, IN, July 19, 2021– Mobile Access via smartphones, tablets and smartwatches,
is fast emerging as the preferred normal in a world that requires security reliability and limited
physical contact, and values personalization.
dormakaba’s Mobile Access Solutions offers state-of-the-art technology to securely issue,
revoke and update digital credentials on mobile devices. Using best-in-class Legic Connect
cloud technology, these credentials can be used across the company’s line of RFID and
Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) access control products to access hotel rooms, residential units,
university accommodations and other protected facilities such as laboratories, server rooms,
remote utilities and commercial buildings. It is a convenient, future-proof solution that offers
contactless, barrier-free and user-friendly access. In addition, dormakaba’s Mobile Access
Solutions assure secure entry, minimize high frequency touchpoints, and help reduce the
spread of germs.
“Our end-to-end integrated Mobile Access options are field-tested BLE solutions in demanding
environments,” said Darren Blankenship, AVP Vertical Marketing Development at dormakaba.
“All BLE services are owned in-house for added data security and ease of use. Among our
hospitality clients alone, we’ve deployed over five million keys since 2015. With that record of
experience, we can help any customer in any category get ready for Mobile Access as the new
standard in the near future.”
Key features include:






Hosted by Legic Connect
Compatible with BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy) mobile devices
Provides real-time access on demand using over-the-air provisioning
No software to install, maintain or manage for dormakaba customers
State-of-the-art bidirectional encryption and key storage

Expert Mobile Consulting & Services
dormakaba’s Mobile Access Programs can be tailored to meet any building’s needs and simplify
adoption. The company’s service team can conduct site visits for compatibility, offer mobile
access activation packages and perform a free existing equipment general health check.
Contact dormakaba for a free consultation to learn more about how to integrate mobile access
solutions into any property.
To learn more about how to integrate mobile access solutions into your property or to schedule
a free consultation, visit amer.dormakaba.com.
About dormakaba

dormakaba is one of the top three companies in the global market for access and security
solutions. With strong brands such as Dorma and Kaba in our portfolio, we are a single source
for products, solutions, and services related to doors and secure access to buildings and rooms.
With around 16,000 employees and numerous cooperation partners, we are active in over 130
countries. dormakaba is headquartered in Rümlang (Zurich/Switzerland) and generates an
annual turnover of over CHF 2 billion.
SIX Swiss Exchange: DOKA (formerly: KABN / KABNE) Further information at
www.dormakaba.us.
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